The market for foreign exchange is the most heavily traded financial market.
Introduction
The market for foreign exchange is the most heavily traded of all financial markets.
Trading is undertaken by individuals and organisations in support of management of assets and liabilities in different currencies and trade of goods and services between national economies or those who profit from buying and selling currencies at different exchange rates. The average daily turnover in this market is significant with trading taking place at any time of the day across several time zones. In April 1998 the Bank of International Settlements estimated that the global average daily foreign exchange turnover was US$1,490 billion dollars (see Bank of International Settlements (1999)) 1 . In Australia the turnover in all currencies was US$47 billion dollars per day with US$27 billion of that being the turnover in Australian dollars (see Reserve Bank of Australia (1998a)). Unfortunately, exchange rates have proven to be one of the most difficult financial prices to estimate.
Theoretically a currency's value is determined by the economic fundamentals, such as inflation and interest rates, that influence its supply and demand. If this were so then it would be unprofitable for traders to adopt trading strategies that were not based on these fundamentals. However, empirical models of exchange rate determination have not been very successful in predicting exchange rate movements, especially over the short run (see Taylor (1995) ). Furthermore, market practitioners argue that they have successfully developed profitable trading strategies, which do not rely on an analysis of economic fundamentals. A reason for the poor performance of econometric models and trading strategies based on fundamental analysis could be the attitudes and behaviour of practitioners trading in the foreign exchange market (see Krugman (1989) ). For example, some practitioners may trade tactically in a way that forces an exchange rate to move away from its fundamental value so that they can create a currency position that becomes profitable once the exchange rate begins to move back towards its original value.
In order to obtain information about the behaviour of practitioners in the Australian foreign exchange market dealers associated with banks and others authorised to participate in foreign exchange market were approached in a survey for their views on market behaviour and trading strategies. The information required from the dealers was more qualitative than quantitative so there was no need to collect numerical data on their trading behavior. However, the dealer's responses to the survey questions can be used to develop a framework for econometric models on market behavior. Dealers are an ideal group to survey as the majority of trading in the foreign exchange market occurs through dealers. They need to keep up to date with the events that will have an impact on exchange rates and be able to react quickly to changing information and market sentiment in order to be profitable in their trading. As a result their responses to these survey questions will be very informative.
The paper is organised as follows. The next part discusses the preparation of the survey and the collection of the survey data. The responses to the questions on background information are then analysed in part three. The fourth part analyses the responses to the questions about market behavior. The contributions from the survey are stated in the conclusion.
The Survey Data
Surveys were sent to the treasury departments of 56 institutions authorised by the Reserve Bank of Australia to deal in foreign exchange as at 12 th July 1999 2 . 59 copies of the surveys were mailed out as three of the major banks, the Commonwealth Bank of Australia, the National Australia Bank Ltd and the Westpac Banking Corporation had active trading desks in both their Sydney and Melbourne offices. Of the 59 surveys, 39 were completed and returned generating a response rate of 66.1%. This is a very high survey response rate as generally response rates to surveys tend to be about 5 to 10 percent with response rates greater than 30 percent very rare (see Alreck and Settle (1985) ).
The questionnaire is similar to the ones used in surveys undertaken by Cheung and Wong (1999a, 1999b) on dealers located in Hong Kong, Tokyo, and Singapore and Cheung and Chinn (1999a, 1999b) on dealers located in the United States. A summary 2 At the time of the survey there were 60 authorised dealers. However, in some situations two authorities were being used by the same group so only one survey was sent to the group. The Bank of Queensland and Barclays Bank PLC were not included because they were not trading.
of the survey questions and responses is provided in the Appendix. The questions were mainly close-ended requiring a box to be ticked as a response. However, some of the questions allowed respondents to specify a response if they felt the existing choice of responses were inadequate. Rarely did respondents feel the need to elucidate on their own response.
The use of surveys to collect information is often criticised, as it is difficult to know whether or not respondents will provide honest responses to survey questions. If respondents incorrectly respond to the questions the survey results will not be valid and unbiased. However, this survey should be relatively bias free as the questions chosen do not cover areas which respondents would feel uncomfortable providing answers on. In order to ensure the survey only included questions that dealers would readily respond to, several experienced Australian dealers were asked to comment on the suitability of the questions to be included. Respondents were also encouraged to provide honest responses, as they were able to complete the survey in their own time, at a location of their choice and with the knowledge that no record was being maintained of how they responded to the survey questions.
Background Information
The first group of survey questions gathered information on the environment that the dealers operated under and the factors they felt influenced how they traded. Panel 1.1
indicates that most of the respondents hold fairly senior executive positions with 38.5% being treasurers/managers and 53.8% being chief/senior dealers. Consequently, the majority of survey responses should reflect their high degree of experience and knowledge of behavior in foreign exchange markets.
Although this survey is undertaken on dealers authorised to trade in the Australian foreign exchange market, only 33.3% of the respondents have their foreign exchange headquarters located in Australia (see panel 1.2). The next popular location is Japan with a 20.5% share followed by Europe with 15.4% and the United Kingdom and Asia (excluding Japan) both having a share of 10.3%. Panel 1.3 indicates that most of the financial institutions employing the respondents had daily turnover, as measured in Australian dollars, of less than 100 million. 28.2% of respondents indicated a turnover between 100 million and 500 million, 17.9% between 500 million and 1 billion, and 7.7% between 1 billion and 5 billion.
Dealers and brokers
Dealers can trade directly with each other or through foreign exchange brokers. Over the past five years there has been a slight increase in the proportion of trading taking place through brokers. Panel 1.4 shows that five years ago on average 46.3% of trading was undertaken directly between dealers and 53.7% through brokers while today an average of 42.4% occurs between dealers and 57.6% through broking.
Trading between dealers, often referred to as the inter-bank market, involves dealers calling each other to ask for exchange rate quotes. The quoting dealer will provide a two-way quote consisting of a buying, bid, and selling, ask, quote. If the calling dealer agrees to buy or sell at the quoted exchange rate a trade will occur. The quoting dealer provides this service on the assumption that they will receive the same service in return. Unfortunately, the quoting dealer may be forced to trade at a time when they do not want to trade. Furthermore, the calling dealer might not always be trading at the best quote currently available in the market.
Foreign exchange brokers overcome these uncertainties by providing the service of bringing buyers and sellers together in return for a commission or fee. Brokers will search the market for the best bid and ask quotes for their clients, who often are dealers. Traditionally this search has involved the broker contacting several dealers via the phone to ask them to anonymously provide a bid or offer quote for a potential trade. They will then provide the client with the best quote that they have received and if the client accepts the quote a deal will take place. The broker only reveals the identity of the buyer and seller to each other after the deal has been made.
Over the past five years technology has had a big impact on how broking services are provided. Instead of using voice broking, where brokers communicate with dealers over the phone, broking can now also be done electronically through service providers such as Reuters and EBS. While five years ago most broking was done traditionally, today a significant amount of broking is done electronically (see panel 1.4). The increased transparency of trades under electronic broking can be seen as one of the major reasons behind this shift. This transparency occurs because electronic broking services provide dealers with screens that show the best bid and ask quotes for several currency pairs. Once again quotes are anonymously contributed but this time dealers record their quote on the screen and press a button. The best quotes will be displayed on each dealer's screens and they can accept a quote by simply pressing a button and a deal ticket will automatically be printed. As all dealers using the service will have equal access to the same information on the best quotes, most trading will take place at quotes close to or the same as those on the electronic broking service. The increased trading transparency makes it difficult for dealers to trade if they provide quotes that differ from those on the electronic broking service. This is because calling dealers would not be prepared to trade at quotes less profitable for them than the quotes from electronic broking. Consequently, quoting dealers would not be able to generate trade in a currency if their bid quote was lower or their ask quote was higher than the current quotes from electronic broking. Furthermore, electronic broking is quicker than voice broking in obtaining the best quotes for their clients so voice brokers are becoming less competitive. As a result you would expect that in the future most broking would be done electronically.
Dealers and Clients
Dealers trade with other dealers in order to generate profits from exchange rate movements or arbitrage opportunities (see Carew and Slayter (1994) ). They also undertake trades for clients who want to buy and sell currencies. In these trades dealers may be using their own currency holdings or obtaining the required currencies by trading with other dealers. Whatever their original sources, dealers may enter into offsetting trades with other dealers to maintain desired currency exposures. As a result you might expect the majority of trading in major currencies to occur between dealers.
However, the proportion of transactions that a dealer undertakes with other dealers and customers has been fairly equally divided for the past five years (see panel 1.5).
This could be due to dealers being able to make substantial profits from satisfying orders from large corporate clients (see Carew and Slayter (1994) ). Dealers may find that they can achieve higher returns from servicing these client orders than they can from trading in the highly competitive inter-bank market where profits are not always realised.
Transaction Size
Transactions in the foreign exchange market are for large amounts of currency. Panel 
Trading in spot market
The factors that influence how dealers trade in the spot foreign exchange market vary between dealers. Panel 1.8 reports that the main factor both today as well as five years ago has been meeting customer orders. In fact meeting customer orders has become even more significant over the last five years with 35.5% of respondents claiming it was a major factor 5 years ago and 45.6% claiming it as a major factor today. The second most popular factor influencing trading over the last five years has been an even mixture of two different approaches to predicting exchange rate movements, technical analysis and fundamental analysis. The use of either technical analysis or fundamental analysis by itself has not had a major influence on trading today or five years ago. Jobbing where dealers profit from differences in dealer quotes had a significant influence on trading five years ago, 22.6%, but its popularity has rapidly decreased to 10.5% today.
The preference for using an even mixture of fundamental analysis and technical analysis rather than only one by itself can be easily explained. Fundamental analysis is regarded to be better at explaining long-term exchange rate movements while technical analysis is better at explaining short-term movements. Fundamentalists argue that the value of a currency should reflect the economic fundamentals, such as 3 Intra-day and overnight limits are placed on an individual dealer's currency position.
relative inflation rates, interest rates, growth levels and national income, of its country. If the value of one currency against another currency does not reflect these fundamentals, a profitable trading opportunity will exist. Dealers will profit by buying undervalued currencies and selling overvalued currencies. Under floating exchange regimes, if there is no central bank intervention, this arbitrage trading will see the value of a currency move quickly towards its true value (see Neely (1997)).
Consequently, exchange rate movements should be random and only occur when new information becomes available.
However, most supporters of fundamental analysis confess that economic fundamentals cannot always be used to explain daily fluctuations in exchange rates (see Singleton (1987) ). In fact exchange rate movements are not always random but often demonstrate significant trends (see Arnott and Pham (1993) The declining popularity of jobbing can be attributed to the growing difficulty dealers are encountering when attempting to generate acceptable profit levels. Under jobbing dealers profit by buying at low quotes and within a small time frame turning around and selling at higher quotes. However, foreign exchange markets have become more efficient so that arbitrage opportunities like this are occurring less frequently and are of a smaller size than they were five years ago (see Carew (1998) Consequently, you would expect all dealers to be trading at very similar quotes, making it difficult for arbitrage trading to take place. Furthermore, as electronic broking provides dealers with equal access to the same currency quotes, the probability that dealers will provide quotes that differ from those provided by the electronic broker is greatly reduced.
On the FX Market
The questions on market behavior cover the respondents' views on a range of factors that have been identified by past surveys and empirical studies as having an impact on exchange rates.
Bid-ask spread
A bid-ask spread is the difference between a dealer's bid and ask quote. A calling dealer will buy at the quoting dealer's ask quote and sell at their bid quote. Panel 2.1 lists the size of the normal bid-ask spread used by dealers on inter-bank trades for major currency pairs. The majority of respondents claim that the spread size for all the currency pairs is between three to five basis points 4 . A minority set the spread for currency pairs other than the Australian dollar/United States dollar and New Zealand dollar/United States dollar at between seven and ten basis points. In panel 2.2 the respondents indicate that the main reason for quoting the normal market spread when trading is to maintain a good relationship with other dealers. Dealers consider that it is more equitable if they provide quotes to each other using the same size spread. This should ensure that they are able to maintain reciprocal trading relationships with each other. However, dealers do not always quote the normal spread size. To attract sellers they will increase their bid quote and to attract buyers they will decrease the size of their ask quote. The reverse will occur when they want to make their quotes less attractive. The size of their spread will only change if they adjust either their bid or ask quote or adjust both quotes by different amounts. The spread size will remain unchanged if both quotes are adjusted by the same amount.
Panel 2.3 shows that most respondents tend to quote a spread size that is similar to or not much larger than the normal spread when trading. Only about 12.1% of respondents indicate that more than 20% of their quotes have a bid-ask spread larger than market practice. However, there appears to be a greater tendency for the respondents to quote a smaller spread than normal with about 29% of respondents indicating that more than 20% of their quotes were smaller than market practice. The popularity of quoting spreads smaller than normal can be explained by dealers being able to attract more trades when they buy currencies at higher than normal prices and sell currencies at lower than normal prices (see Anthony (1997) ). While smaller spreads will generate less profit per trade, the increased trade volume attracted by small spreads must be increasing a dealer's overall profits in order for them to continue quoting smaller than normal spreads. The profit potential for dealers quoting large spreads is fairly small as it is difficult for dealers to attract trades if they are only prepared to buy currencies at lower than normal prices and sell currencies at higher than normal prices. In fact if dealers consistently quote large spreads they will become unpopular and eventually find it difficult to generate any trades. So any profitability from quoting large spreads will only be short-term.
The respondents indicate in panel 2.4 that customer type and market conditions have slightly more of an influence on spread size than market practice. With regards to customer type, dealers are likely to quote smaller spreads to customers that they do a lot of business with in order to retain these customers. If dealers did not want to do business with a customer they may choose to quote a larger than normal spread in order to deter trade. They could also quote large spreads to dealers who regularly quote them unfavorable spreads as a form of payback. However, dealers would rarely quote larger than normal spreads as it will damage their reputation. This is supported by panel 2.5 were only a small proportion of respondents claimed they quoted spreads which differed from normal to customers they did not want to do business with.
Market conditions will influence spread size as they affect a dealer's decision on whether or not to trade. Studies have shown that the volatility, inventory risk and liquidity are market characteristics that have a significant impact on spread size (see Huang and Masulis (1999) ). In terms of volatility, dealers will tend to increase their spread size when exchange rates become more volatile as the direction and size of exchange rate movements will become less certain (see Singleton (1987) ). By trading with a larger spread dealers can reduce the risk that they will unexpectedly be forced to trade and build up large currency positions (see Bollerslev and Melvin (1993) ). It is important for dealers to control their inventory levels in volatile currencies as unfavorable exchange rate movements can prove to be costly. On the other hand if market liquidity increases dealers will need to become more aggressive in their pricing and decrease spread size otherwise they will find it difficult to compete with other dealers (see Huang and Masulis (1999) ).
The respondents were asked to select from a range of reasons the three (or fewer) In thin and hectic markets a higher than normal degree of uncertainty would exist. So it may be preferable for dealers to quote larger spreads than normal. In thinly traded markets only a very small number of trades will occur each day if at all.
Consequently, dealers will be uncertain about whether or not a small or large exchange rate movement will occur when a trade eventually takes place. The level of trading in hectic markets is fairly intense with a large number of trades taking place each day. When trading is hectic it will be difficult for dealers to know exactly what is happening to exchange rates as so many trades will be taking place at the same time and dealers will be constantly changing their quotes. Quoting large spreads in thin or hectic markets will allow dealers to reduce the probability of experiencing significant losses following large exchange rate movements.
Market uncertainty can also increase prior to news announcements being made. If dealers consider that the available forecasts are fairly reliable they will feel confident when pricing the forecasts into current exchange rates. This could see them decrease their spread size in order to attract trades. However, dealers may not want to trade if they consider the forecasts to be fairly unreliable so will quote a larger spread size.
Once the announcement is made dealers are likely to start quoting normal spreads.
This is because if the news is different from what was expected dealers will either by mainly buying or selling so will be providing higher bid quotes or lower ask quotes respectively (see Bollerslev and Marvin (1994) ). Consequently, their bid and ask quotes will both move in the same direction without the spread size changing.
Major Participants
The average daily turnover in the Australian foreign exchange market has increased over the last couple of years (see RBA (1999a) In panel 2.7 the respondents indicate that the larger players in the Australian foreign exchange market have a competitive advantage over other dealers due to their ability to attract a large customer base and get better access to information. This is consistent with the larger players being of sufficient enough size to be able to finance the resources required to support a large customer base and a wide range of information sources. Furthermore, it can be difficult for dealers to attract customers away from the larger players who have been able to establish a strong customer base in a particular currency. The ability for large players to employ experienced traders and trade large volumes of currency were also moderately supported by the respondents as sources of competitive advantage. One respondent commented that the large players were able to trade large currency volumes, as their dealers tended to trade under large credit limits.
These are limits imposed on the volume of trade that organisations allow their dealers to undertake with a particular counterparty. The credit limit will be more restrictive the higher the credit risk of the counterparty. Larger players tend to impose more restrictive credit limits on dealers from smaller financial institutions thus restricting the trade volume that these dealers can undertake.
Economic Announcements
Under a floating exchange rate regime, exchange rates reflect the value placed on the currencies by market participants. When determining the value of a currency these participants will take into consideration the existing and expected economic fundamentals of the currency's country. So when government announcements of the actual fundamentals differ from market expectations, dealers will trade in a way which causes exchange rates to change. If dealers do not react before or at the same time as other dealers any profitable opportunity that exists will be traded away.
Several studies have been undertaken on the response to news announcements in foreign exchange markets, with studies using intra-day data concluding that new economic announcements take only a couple of minutes to have an effect (see Almeida et al. (1998) and Kim (1998)). Panel 2.8 reveals that dealers tend to react within less than a minute when announcements from the major developed countries on domestic inflation, unemployment, trade deficit, current account, interest rates, (1996)).
Consequently, dealers expect international capital flows will be fairly responsive to announcements of higher inflation.
Of the announcements covering economic conditions in the United States, the announcements that have the biggest impact on the Australian foreign exchange market today as well as five years ago are those for interest rates and employment.
Current account and trade deficit announcements from the United States have very little impact, as they are not seen to strong indicators of economic and financial conditions in the United States.
Fundamental value
Theoretically, if all currently available information on economic fundamentals is correctly priced into exchange rates any movement in exchange rates will only occur when new information becomes available. Consequently, the size and direction of these movements should be random. Unfortunately, the value of the Australian dollar has not always moved randomly against other currencies, particularly intra-daily and daily. In fact there have been times when it has appeared as though dealers have simply disregarded economic fundamentals and are merely overreacting to news and rumours (Shleifer and Summers (1990) ). As shown in panel 2.10 the majority of respondents believe that intra-day exchange rate movements do not reflect changes in the fundamental value of an exchange rate. They feel that changing fundamental values are reflected a lot more in the movements that occur within a period of six months or greater. These responses reinforce the belief that fundamental analysis is more appropriate for forecasting exchange rates over a medium to long-term horizon (see Taylor (1995) ). The respondents regard excessive speculation and manipulation by hedge funds to be the main factors preventing exchange rates from reflecting their fundamental value (see panel 12.11). Excessive intervention by central banks was the next most heavily supported factor while manipulation by major trading banks and slowness of dealers to respond did not receive as much support.
Speculation
There has been an ongoing debate about whether or not speculation is a stabilising force on exchange rates. Speculators take positions in the foreign exchange market to profit from exchange rate movements. They will buy a currency and so build up a long position if they expect its value to increase and sell a currency to build up a short position if they expect its value to decrease. When the currency's value moves in the expected direction the speculator reverses their position and profits. As speculators will be reversing long positions when exchange rates are increasing and reversing short positions when exchange rates are decreasing, you would expect their trading to offset large upward and downward pressures on the value of a currency. However, as shown in panel 2.12, survey respondents do not unanimously support speculation as a stabilising force with 55.6% indicating that speculation mainly moves exchange rates towards their fundamental value and 44.4% indicate that it moves them away.
The lack of support for speculation as a market stabiliser could be due to the occurrence of several speculative episodes since currencies began to be floated in the 1970s. During these episodes excessive speculation has been blamed for driving exchange rates away from their true values as exchange rates increased or decreased by more than was supported by market fundamentals (see Krugman (1989) ). In other words it was the speculative trading that was causing the exchange rate to move rather than changing market fundamentals. Consequently, when speculators eventually reversed their position it was some time before exchange rates moved back towards their true value. One reason for the inability of exchange rates to automatically revert back to their true value following excessive speculation could be the phenomenon known as herding behavior (see Banerjee (1992) ). Herding occurs when dealers who do not normally speculate start to imitate the trading behavior of speculators without regard to whether or not their behavior is supported by economic fundamentals. It would take these dealers longer to reverse their positions than the large speculators and so exchange rates would continue to be driven away from their true value.
Excessive speculation has been one of the approaches to trading adopted by hedge funds. This is not entirely unexpected as hedge funds are typically made up of a group of wealthy investors who employ a manager to achieve extraordinary returns on their funds. That is a return greater than a market's benchmark return. As managers are generously rewarded for their achievements, they adopt aggressive trading strategies (Chicago Mercantile Exchange (1995) ). In foreign exchange markets hedge funds have been known to gradually build up very large positions in particular currencies and then reverse these positions rapidly to earn large profits from the excessive exchange rate movements generated. By building up their positions gradually their impact on exchange rates is only really felt when they reverse their positions. These strategies have been used on overvalued currencies subject to a fixed exchange rate regime as well as in markets for floating currencies that are considered by central banks to be operating normally (see Rankin (1999) ).
The survey respondents would have recently experienced the destabilising impact of hedge funds on the Australian dollar in mid 1998. Between December 1997 and March 1998 hedge funds were said to have built up large short positions in the Australian dollar using borrowed funds (see Rankin (1999) While the respondents do not unanimously support speculation as a stabilising force, 91.2% of the respondents feel that speculation increased exchange rate volatility (see panel 2.12). This increased volatility can be partly explained by speculators building up and reversing profitable trading positions based on information that other market participants, such as fundamentalists, do not judge to be correct. Consequently, speculators adopt trading strategies differing from those of other market participants.
For example, they could be buying or selling currencies at a time when other market participants are trading in the opposite direction or not trading very actively.
The respondents also feel that speculative trading improves market efficiency and liquidity (see panel 2.12). Trading in a foreign exchange market is efficient when currencies trade at a value that fully reflects all the information available to market participants (see Blundall-Wignall et al. (1993) ). Speculators can be seen as improving market efficiency because they will start trading when they perceive that current and expected market fundamentals have not been correctly priced into the existing exchange rates. They will then trade in a manner that will force the currency's value to change until it reaches its true value. This increase in efficiency will also be accompanied by an increase in market liquidity as previously inactive dealers and dealers who normally trade for other reasons will be entering the market to trade for the purpose of speculation.
Intervention by the Reserve Bank
Under a floating exchange rate regime central banks will intervene if they feel that exchange rate volatility has been excessive or exchange rates are under or overvalued.
In Australia the timing and size of the intervention undertaken by the Reserve Bank has varied across several periods since the Australian dollar was floated in December 1983 (see Andrew and Broadbent (1994) ). This variation has been due to a wide range of factors such as the severity of exchange rate volatility being experienced and how the intervention will affect other government policies. However, whatever the reason for the intervention most of the respondents feel that the Reserve Bank normally intervenes at the appropriate moment with only 14.3% feeling that its timing has been inappropriate (see panel 2.13). In recent years the Reserve Bank has seen the need to intervene several times. However, prior to 1997 the Reserve Bank had not intervened However, the respondents are equally divided on the impact of Reserve Bank intervention on volatility with 50% feeling it decreases volatility and 50% feeling it decreases volatility. This appears to be contradictory to the notion that successful intervention should be stabilising. However, the decreased volatility is more likely to occur over a longer term, as successful intervention begins to calm down market behavior (see Andrew and Broadbent (1994) ). On the other hand intra-day volatility would increase when dealers attempt to trade out of their current market position if they had previously felt that the Reserve Bank was not going to intervene.
Time Horizons
The ability to successfully predict exchange rate movements has been questioned by both academics and dealers. In panel 2.14 the respondents give very little support for exchange rate movements being either always predictable or never being predictable.
The majority of respondents felt that if anything they were more likely to be sometimes predictable. They give slightly more support for intra-day exchange rate movements being sometimes predictable than they do for periods of less than six months and periods longer than six months.
The type of factors that have a major influence on exchange rates differs depending on the time horizon in question. In panel 2.15 respondents claim that intra-day exchange rate movements are mainly determined by order placements followed by over-reaction to news, speculative forces, bandwagon effects and technical trading.
The confidential nature of inter-dealer trades makes it very difficult to obtain data on the volume and price of individual trades. Consequently, the disclosure by respondents that order placements have a major influence on intra-day exchange rate movements indicates that studies of order flows should be able to reveal information on trading behavior.
However, as the time horizon increases the respondents indicate that economic fundamentals have a growing impact on exchange rate movements while the other factors, apart from technical trading, become less significant, particularly over periods greater than six months. Technical analysis has the greatest influence on exchange rate movements up to six months but its impact is not as significant as the impact of fundamental analysis.
Conclusion
This paper summarises the responses to a survey completed by dealers trading in the Australian foreign exchange market. Trading takes place at all hours of the day in this market with the market turnover and trading volume far exceeding that in other financial markets. Unfortunately, it has been difficult to develop models that can be used to accurately forecast exchange rate movements. As dealers are actively present in the market they will have experienced periods when exchange rates movements are considered to be normal as well as when they are considered to be irregular. So they are asked in the survey about their views on the factors influencing trading in the market. While the dealers do differ in their responses to several of the survey questions, a majority response was recorded for most of the questions. Consequently, the information gathered can provide insights to factors generating movements in exchange rates.
The dealers surveyed indicate that their trading environment has changed over the last five years. A significant amount of trading is now being done through electronic broking rather than voice broking or directly with other dealers. Electronic broking makes it difficult for dealers to profit from quoting bid and asks which are different from those available under electronic broking. In fact the majority of dealers claim that they are now devoting more of their trading towards meeting client orders.
Obviously they are finding it more profitable to provide services to their clients. This is supported by the large decrease over the last five years in dealers using jobbing as part of their approach to trading.
Even with the change in their trading environment dealers do not feel that they are any closer to be able to accurately predict movements in exchange rates. In fact they see exchange rate movements as being only sometimes predictable. This unpredictability is not due to a lack of market competitiveness as dealers indicate that major players do not dominate trading in the market. In fact in order to maintain good trade relationships with each other dealers normally quote the same bid-ask spread size.
This feeling of unpredictability has not prevented dealers from adopting trading strategies aimed at making a profit from exchange rate movements. 
